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Abstract
In this work, we present the application of a newly developed implicit second-order Material Point Method (MPM) on offshore
geotechnical applications. The presented second-order MPM uses a special set of piecewise quadratic shape functions to
circumvent the well-known issue of producing zero nodal mass contributions. To mitigate the effect of the standard MPM to
produce highly oscillating stresses across cell interfaces, we have carried over our ideas obtained from the derivation of the
second-order MPM to the Dual Domain Material Point (DDMP) Method, too. The resulting second-order DDMP Method
produces a smoother stress distribution across the entire computational domain while being able to profit from the improved
convergence rates of second-order finite elements. In a numerical example from geotechnical engineering applications, we
illustrate the practical application of our enhanced Material Point and DDMP Methods by simulating a cone penetration.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
The standard finite element method (FEM) has been used successfully for several decades to predict the
deformation of soil in geotechnical engineering. However, for certain applications involving very large
deformations, the use of standard FEM is rather cumbersome, because some cells exhibit a too large distortion and,
thus, remeshing has to be performed. Particle-in-cell methods and, in particular the Material Point Method (MPM)
have proven to be an adequate replacement of FEM in these types of applications [1-5]. MPM was first introduced
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by Sulsky et al. [6] and has been used in various geotechnical applications, such as modelling of landslides, cone
penetration [7], pile penetration [8], spudcan penetration [2], and pipeline movement [9].
Unfortunately, due to locking effects, employing a first-order FEM for these types of analyses is not
straightforward [10]. Since MPM uses a standard FEM calculation for obtaining the deformations in each time step,
also the first-order MPM inherits these locking effects. One way to mitigate this issue in FEM is to use second-order
shape functions. In particular, this approach has the additional benefit of improving the accuracy of the numerical
solution without having the need for using a finer mesh. Unfortunately, for MPM, this approach cannot be taken
over one-to-one, since the nodal mass contributions for the widely used Lagrangian shape functions (see, e.g., [11])
are zero in this case. Therefore, we will present a way to modify these Lagrangian shape functions such that this
issue is resolved.
As it is the case for the standard first-order MPM, also the gradients the modified shape functions of the derived
second-order MPM are discontinuous across cell interfaces. This leads to inaccurate stresses when a material point
crosses from one cell to another [12-15]. To mitigate this effect, we enhance the DDMP method presented in [13] to
employ our modified Lagrangian shape functions. This gives us a second-order DDMP method which possesses a
much smoother stress distribution than the standard first-order as well as the previously developed second-order
MPM.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present our MPM formulation and discretise it by employing
a second-order finite element approach. The DDMP method and its discrete formulation are discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, we present shortly the additional features of our MPM algorithm necessary for the applications
provided in this paper. Finally, in Section 5, we show the applicability of our MPM and DDMP formulations by
means of a detailed numerical example involving a cone penetration into cohesive soil.
2. 2.

Material point method formulation

In this work, we use an implicit formulation of MPM as presented by Sulsky et al. in [16]. This has the advantage
that the maximum time step size is not limited from above by a CFL condition. Nonetheless, all the ideas presented
in this section can be carried over to the explicit formulation without any modification.
2.1. Governing continuum equations
For a continuous body ⊂ Rd, ∈ {2,3} , the conservation equations for mass and linear momentum for
governing the continuous body can be defined as
+
where

=

⋅

⋅

=0
+

(1)
,

(2)

is the mass density, u the displacement,

the Cauchy stress tensor, and b the specific body force.

2.2. Discretisation of continuum equations
The weak form of the second equation (2) can be in the standard way by multiplying with a test function and
performing integration by parts [10]. It reads to find u∈V such that
∫

where

=

−

,

denotes the boundary of ,
:= ∫

:

(3)
∈V are the finite element test functions. Further,

(4)
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denotes the internal force and
:= ∫

⋅

+∫

⋅

(5)

the external force, where t is the applied surface traction. Then, equation (3) provides a finite element discretisation
of (2).
For deriving the MPM discretisation of equation (2), we have to go one step further. As in conventional FEM, the
integrals are approximated by summing the weight contributions of each material point. For the standard first-order
MPM as presented in [6], the approximation of the integral of an arbitrary function F over domain is given by
≈∑

∫

( ),

(6)

where Np denotes the number of material points and p and xp denote the volume and the position, respectively, of
material point p. The internal force fint can then be approximated by
≈∑

: (

)

(7)

2.3. Implicit time integration scheme
Solving a single step in MPM is identical to the solution procedure of the conventional FEM. We employ a
Newton method for solving the nonlinear equation of motion (2). In this case, the linear system which has to be
solved during a Newton iteration n is given by
(

)

=

−

(

)−

,

(8)

where the tangent matrix A and the internal force fint both depend on the displacement un-1 from the previous
iteration, un denotes the sought displacement increment in the current iteration, and an-1 is the acceleration from the
previous iteration. Then, the displacement of the current iteration n can be calculated by
=

+

(9)

The acceleration can be computed by discretising the time derivative with the Newmark constant average rule.
Then, the discretised acceleration an and velocity vn are given by
=

−

−

and

=

+

−

,

(10)

where a0 and v0 are acceleration and velocity at the start of the time step, respectively.
In contrast to the conventional FEM, all the state variables are stored in the material points at the beginning of
each calculation step. These state variables have to be interpolated to the computational grid. For the standard firstorder MPM, usually standard shape function interpolation is used. In this case, the nodal velocity at node i is given
by the conservation of momentum equation
=∑

( )

(11)

Unfortunately, in case of constant velocity vp, the nodal velocity vi will be zero for all degrees of freedom being
located on the cell vertices, when standard second-order Lagrangian shape functions are used. This is the case
because those second-order shape functions have a positive and a negative part which cancel each other out when
simply being added. In conventional FEM, this is not an issue, since the loop runs over the degrees of freedom,
whereas in equation (11) it is over the material points. Therefore, we define a new set of second-order shape
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be the set of all Lagrangian shape functions. Further,
functions which do not exhibit this behaviour. Let
,...,
the positive part of is denoted by + . Then, the nodal velocity can be obtained in the same way as in (11),
where we just replace the standard Lagrangian shape functions by its positive part:
=∑

( )

(12)

This way, we obtain a well-defined nodal velocity. In particular, it is worth noting that for first-order shape functions
as well as all-positive second-order shape functions, we simply recover the standard definition of the nodal velocity.
After the Newton procedure has obtained a sufficiently accurate numerical solution, a convective stage is carried
out in the MPM region. This stage updates the state variables from the computational grid back onto the material
points. Once the convective stage is completed, the deformed computational grid can be discarded, since all the state
information is now stored in the material points. As a result, excessive mesh distortion is prevented.
3. Dual domain material point method formulation
The dual domain material point (DDMP) method is an enhancement of the conventional MPM and has been
presented in [13]. It uses a modified gradient of the shape functions to eliminate the noise and instabilities occurring
when material points cross over cell interfaces.
In [13], the nodal volume Vi has been defined by the formula
:= ∫

∀ = 1, . . . ,

(13)

:= ∫

∀ = 1, . . . ,

(14)

As, we have observed in Section 2, this nodal volume will be zero for the second-order Lagrangian shape functions
located on the cell vertices of the mesh. Therefore, we modify this definition in the same way as in Section 2 and
use the positive part of the shape function to obtain the modified nodal volume

Again, for first-order shape functions and all-positive second-order shape functions, we recover the original nodal
volume Vi . With this definition at hand, let us introduce the continuous gradient
( )

( ): = ∑

∫

(15)

Since neither the modified nodal volume nor the integral depend on x, it is easy to see that this gradient is indeed
continuous. However, using this smooth gradient directly in our calculations will introduce a stability issue as has
been noted in [13]. To resolve this issue, we define the modified gradient
( ): = ( )

( ) + (1 − ( ))

where the weight function
( )=

∏

(2

,

( )

is given by
(

)

( ),

(16)

(17)

Here, nc denotes the number of nodes of the cell K containing x, , is the positive part of the kth Lagrangian shape
function defined on cell K, and d is the dimension of the problem, i.e., 2 or 3 in our case. Now, this modified
gradient is used everywhere in the MPM calculation instead of the conventional gradient of the Lagrangian shape
functions. For example, the approximation of the internal force fint from equation (7) now reads
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4. Additional features of material point method implementation
In this section, we present the additional features which we have added to our implementations of the MPM and
DDMP method to ensure and improve its robustness, accuracy, and usability.
4.1. Dealing with empty cells
When all material points have left a cell, the cell has no stiffness or mass contributions in the global matrix. To
avoid singularity of the system of equations, a small elastic stiffness is put into these empty cells. This procedure is
also applied to ‘buffer’ cells (for example above the soil surface) that are initially empty, but are present to catch
material points that are moving above the initial surface. This way, we do not have to fully eliminate the degrees of
freedom belonging to these empty cells and, thus, avoid a costly resize of the sparse tangent matrix in every time
step.
4.2. Combination of FEM and MPM regions
Since MPM and DDMP are computationally rather expensive, it should be used only where really necessary, i.e.,
where large deformations occur. Parts of the domain that undergo relatively small deformations can be modelled by
conventional FEM using an updated Lagrangian formulation. This means that the FEM domain as well as the MPM
domain can deform. Hence, the convection Phase involves an elastic stretch of the MPM mesh (adhering to the
deformations of the FEM mesh), rather than a full restoration of the original grid.
In the FEM domain, conventional quadrature points are used for computing the integrals, while the MPM domain
uses material points as quadrature points. The analysis procedure remains the same, except that, at the end of each
calculation step, a mesh relaxation procedure is performed in the MPM domain to restore the deformed mesh in
addition to the convection step of MPM. An artificial constraint is added to the FEM domain to prevent the mesh in
the FEM domain from restoring, while the mesh in the MPM domain is relaxed back to its least deformed state by
removing external loads contributing to the system. In this way, the mesh distortion problem in the MPM domain
can be mitigated, while maintaining the validity of the deformation state of the FEM domain.
This combination approach can lead to a significant improvement in performance given the fact that a single
MPM step takes about as long as three FEM steps. Consequently, the reduction of the MPM domain by half has the
potential to speed up the entire calculation by about one third.
4.3. Contact formulation
Although, MPM-to-MPM contact is implicitly available in the standard MPM algorithm, we chose to implement
a special MPM-to-FEM contact algorithm. The major reasons for this step are the rough nature of pure MPM-toMPM contact as well as the computational efficiency gained by being able to model the penetrating structures as
pure FEM domains. The algorithm for contact interaction between a structure, modelled with FEM, and MPM based
soil was initially introduced in [17]. It is based on the minimisation of the energy functional with a Lagrange
multiplier and formulated as in classical contact mechanics. However, instead of employing a distance function
between two contacting bodies, we use a density-based level-set function given by which marks the boundary of the
material points. This can be achieved by computing the density of material points per node and, then, subtracting a
small number such that the zero isosurface coincides with the boundary of the material point cloud.
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5. Numerical example
Now, let us demonstrate the usability of our MPM and DDMP implementations by means of a numerical
example. Therefore, we simulate the penetration of a cone into soil. This is a common situation happening, for
example, during the installation of a spudcan or a footing for a rig.
5.1. Model setup
A numerical example of cone penetration into a cohesive soil similar to [18] is used. As shown in Fig. 1, a rigid
cone with 60° angle is penetrated in a cohesive soil quasi-statically. A plane strain calculation is carried out for this
model. The soil is undrained with a value of undrained shear strength su of 3 kPa. The Young’s modulus of the soil
is set to 200su. Tresca soil model is used. The dimension of the soil is 250 mm wide by 80 mm deep and the final
penetration

Fig. 1. Model setup.

depth of the cone is 30 mm. The penetration depth per step is set to 0.06 mm. The contact between the cone and the
soil is set to smooth. To reduce the computation load, only one third of the middle strip with a depth of 45 mm is
selected as the MPM domain. The remaining soil domain is analysed using FEM. A 20 mm thick buffer zone is
created on top of the MPM domain to allow material point flow during the analysis. The mesh element size in the
MPM domain is 2 mm, progressively coarsened to 5 mm at the boundaries in the FEM region. Initial material point
density per element is 16.
The resistance force of the cone during penetration is observed. The force is normalised against the product of
penetration width L of the cone and the undrained shear strength su, calculated by using the following equation:
=

(19)

5.2. Improved accuracy of second-order MPM
The normalised resistances of the cone in different penetration depths are shown in Fig. 2. The result from our
second-order MPM with level-set contact formulation agrees very well with the LDFE result from [18].The
accuracy of the result is also better than the MPM result from [18]. This improved accuracy is contributed from the
use of second-order approximation in the computation domain as can be seen in Fig. 3, where we compare the
normalised resistance at a penetration depth of 15 mm for several different meshes using first- and second-order
MPM approximations.
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Our results however, suffer from some numerical oscillation within the range of 2.5 mm to 8 mm penetration
depths. This oscillation is partly caused by the inherent numerical noise from MPM analysis and the transition of
MPM boundaries described by the level-set field. The magnitude of the oscillation is reduced in deeper penetrations
because the contact surface area is increased, thus incorporating a more precise level-set boundary in the MPM
domain. Further investigation is required to access the impact of the level-set field discretisation on the accuracy of
the solution.
5.3. Second-order DDMP method
Analysis using second-order DDMP yields smoother results in the range of 2.5 mm to 8 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.
The oscillation, however, cannot be fully eliminated by the DDMP method because a part of the oscillation is
contributed by the inaccurate level-set boundary approximation. This issue can be rectified by further mesh
refinement or the use of a more accurate level-set definition. In the comparison between MPM and DDMP, it seems
that DDMP is less accurate in the range of 3 mm to 6 mm. This might be caused by the stronger oscillation of MPM
towards a local minima and is not a general characteristic of DDMP. Further study is needed to assess the effect of
smoothing by DDMP on the accuracy of the solution.

Fig. 2. Normalised resistances of the cone in different penetration depths.

Fig. 3. Normalised resistance of cone at penetration depth 15 mm for different cell sizes.
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6. Conclusion
We have presented new second-order MPM and DDMP Methods. In comparison to the conventional first-order
MPM and DDMP method, they allow an easy employment of triangular and tetrahedral meshes without having to
incorporate any additional measures to prevent locking. Further, they improve the accuracy of the numerical results.
At hand of some numerical examples, the successful application of the developed MPM and DDMP methods to a
typical situation occurring in offshore geotechnical engineering was demonstrated.

Fig. 4. Normalised resistances of the cone in different penetration depths for DDMP within the range of 2.5 mm to 8 mm.
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